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procurement’s  
next frontier:

how intelligent  
automation  
dramatically  
reduces cost  
and transforms  
the growth agenda
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By 2020, human involvement will have become limited  
to managing a virtual workforce and providing strategic 
oversight. Cognitive, self-learning machines will have  
the capability to undertake more complex activities, 
while routine tasks will be transformed through Robotic 
Process Automation (RPA). Organisations that act now to 
take advantage of this revolution can expect to achieve  
hyper efficiencies and magnified growth potential.

Procurement  
organisations 
stand on the  
brink of radical  
transformation
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2015Figure 1: enterprise automation 
spectrum – the spectrum of roBotics 
solutions ranges from step automation 
to cognitive computing capaBle of 
executing simple and complex tasks  
in procurement
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dramatic change is on the way for the 
procurement function. automation 
technologies are rapidly evolving, allowing  
rpa to be integrated with cognitive  
capabilities and artificial intelligence. 

at the same time, a wider range of perceptual 
and judgement-based tasks once reserved  
for humans are now being automated.  
these technologies promise to fundamentally 
transform key aspects of procurement, 
including changing or even entirely  
eliminating certain activities. 

in asean, companies in the consumer goods 
sector are already piloting and implementing 
automation for tactical procurement activities 
such as vendor data management, purchase 
order creation and invoice processing.  
this is allowing them to reap a range  
of benefits, from significantly improved 
productivity to dramatically reduced operating 
costs. indeed, such is the growing focus  
on the digital procurement agenda,  

it is estimated that by 2019, 72 percent1  

of enterprises globally will rely on rpa  
to manage their support functions, including 
procurement. 

as more complex activities become ripe  
for automation, so will the function continue 
to transform. in the future, procurement will 
be defined as a compact nerve centre driven 
by a virtual workforce of ai, chatbots and rpa 
technologies, with only a lean management 
team to set priorities and strategic direction. 
operational buying roles will become 
redundant, with the procurement workforce 
being recalibrated into a purely strategic 
organisation. a strong focus will need  
to be placed upon redeploying and upskilling 
procurement personnel, and nurturing  
multi-disciplinary skillsets, to be comfortable 
operating across the ever expanding digital 
landscape.

in this context, cpos are now investing heavily 
to grow digital capability while reducing legacy 
costs related to tactical and transactional 
activities. as intelligent automation drives 
organisations to become more productive, 
procurement will increasingly be at the heart 
of the growth agenda driving a connected 
ecosystem driven by digital technology. 
1  isg automation index, april 2017 - http://www.isg-one.com/index/
module-article-detail/automation-index-april-2017

Procurement 
function  
of the future
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across the enterprise automation spectrum  
in asean, the most prominent application  
is rpa, which is changing the way high volume, 
repetitive middle and back office procurement 
activities are conducted. By replicating  
the actions of individuals as they interact with  
a procurement system’s user interface, such 
tools eliminate manual input into tasks. 
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Figure 2: procurement activity spectrum – there is significant potential to automate  
Both strategic and tactical procurement activities using roBotics applications

a new wave  
of intelligent  
automation:  
magnifying  
value
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as companies leverage rpa tools and applications, shrinking the pool of procurement resources 

human error and increased processing speed are now being realised.

productivity gain 
40% - 60% 

reduction in po 
processing time

83% 

operations
24 / 7 

increase in staff 
satisfaction

43%

reduction  
in human error

100%
reduction  
in operating cost

45% - 65%

increase in productivity by using rpa to 

and excel and to create purchase orders.  
this eliminated the need for operational buyers 
to manually index over 480k lines  
per year and toggle over 7,500 times daily. 

using an ai-based solution from elementum, 

at a chinese dram chip factory, which resulted 
in a 25 percent decrease in global supply. 
customers were able to secure their orders 
up to 24 hours prior to the resulting price 
increase.

75% competitive  
sourcing2

2 “this man is solving every product company’s Biggest headache – and 
Billionaire investors are Buying into it,” Business insider uk, July 11, 2015
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the next wave of progress will be characterised 
by ai-driven cognitive computing machines 
capable of absorbing and processing almost 
limitless amounts of diverse information. these 
will be capable of undertaking more strategic 
procurement activities, from category analysis 
to supplier selection. for contract negotiation, 
chatbots that are able to mimic a sophisticated 
range of verbal and written human interactions 
will become the focal point for setting, driving 
and realising successful outcomes with suppliers.

such capabilities will elevate the procurement 
function far above and beyond the “Q0” level 
of performance which we define as industry 
leading practice and the current benchmark 
for mastery. for a start, they will deliver hyper-
productivity gains by reducing procurement 
headcount up to 80 percent. at the same time, 
they will boost the efficiency of third party 
spend through cutting edge analytics and 
optimisation activities. 

through the intelligent automation  
of various procurement activities, self-learning 
machines will drive reduced total cost  
of ownership (tco). such technologies will 
also allow procurement functions to be more 
agile, responding more quickly to business 
opportunities. the deployment of data driven 
analytics will help nurture an ecosystem where 
procurement drives supplier collaboration  
to foster innovation. 

for these reasons, we expect this trend 
to generate significant shareholder value, 
underpinned by an unprecedented growth  
in operating profit.

Quartile 4 Quartile 3 Quartile 2 Quartile 1 leading 
practice

op profit sg&a cogs

Figure 3: procurement mastery – intelligent automation Will support operating
profit (op profit) generation By reducing selling, general and administrative (sg&a)
costs and cost of goods sold (cogs)
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how to implement an automation solution. the journey starts by assessing which routine 
operational processes are most suitable for rpa.

a typical rpa journey is broken down into 

generating a proof of concept for one or two 
processes – can be executed within two to 
four months. during this time, processes are 
reviewed and optimised based on leading 
practice, then automated.  

after completion of a successful pilot3, 
the programme is scaled and additional 
procurement processes adopted as per  
the desired automation scope.

3  a proof of concept (poc) may be executed prior to a pilot  
 

in a non-production environment. 

Figure 4: rpa suitability criteria – five distinct criteria are used to determine the most suitable 
procurement activities for an rpa solution

CriteriA in Assessing ProCesses 
For rPA suitABility

highly manual  
and mundane

high volume  
and repetitive

1 low

3 MeDiuM

2 low

4 HigH

5 HigH

rule-based  
with minimal  
human interaction

fixed inputs  
and outputs

process  
in steady state

rPA suitABility
*all criteria assumed  

to be equally important 

in most cases, rpa implementations  
tend to pay for itself very quickly

no. of Criteria Automation 
Potential

imPlementation
roadmaP
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Figure 5: rpa implementation plan – an rpa pilot for a designated region or business unit typically takes 
10 to 14 weeks to implement before the rpa solution can be industrialised and applied across other 
potential processes

conduct rpa discovery 
starting from strategy 
definition to lay 
foundation on what are 
the key criterions for  
a successful automation 
journey

implement target 
operating model and 
build a core foundation 
with rpa pilot, targeted 
at high potential 
processes to realise 
business value

establish rpa vision  
& governance with a 
target operating model 
design and launch full 
discovery to assess 
automation potential  
and development  
of a business case

industrialise rpa build 
and extend it to other 
processes and business 
units while monitoring 
and enhancing 
enterprise-wide  
rpa governance

1 2 3 4

tArget  
oPerAting  
MoDel & 
Business CAse  
(3 weeks)

Pilot
(4 weeks)

inDustriAlisAtion 
(ongoing)

DisCoVery 

once an rpa solution has been embedded,  
the focus shifts to middle office processes  
that cannot be fully automated with rpa,  
as well as strategic ones that require  
a degree of human judgement. here, cognitive 
computing machines driven by ai-based 
algorithms are deployed. 

the development of intelligent automation 
solutions involves building intelligent robots 
that are able to meet the procurement 
function’s specific requirements. The design 
process is underpinned by a range of iterative, 
self-learning algorithms that help ensure the 
AI solution is targeted and focused on specific 
procurement skillsets which can be nurtured 
and will self-improve over time. 

these algorithms, grouped into families, 
are focused on solving a specific problem 
statement – identifying supply risks,  

for example, or securing optimal-spot buy 
agreements. By analysing historical data,  
an initial set of algorithms can be generated 
and refined in an iterative process until the 
desired output is achieved. 

understanding 
algorithms
algorithms are the building blocks or dna  
of artificial intelligence and machine learning.  
An algorithm is a sequence of specified 
instructions or rules that are followed  
to complete a task. there are multiple types  
of algorithms with varying degrees  
of complexity and that underpin artificial 
intelligence and machine learning outputs. 
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For any organisation, embracing the automation agenda in procurement is a long-term journey. 
Six critical success factors require consideration. 

An automation programme which includes:
•  Generation of large number of ideas on a continuous basis,
•  Filtering and governance of the most applicable and

practical ideas,
•  Generation of talent that can convert ideas into reusable

automation tools/apps

CULTURE OF CONTINUOUS 
IDEA & SKILL GENERATION

A STRONG  
INFRASTRUCTURE  

SUPPORT FRAMEWORK

RIGHT TOOL  
FOR THE RIGHT 
OPPORTUNITY

IT SECURITY  
AND COMPLIANCE

A strong infrastructure support network that has virtual 
environment hosting/management, server hosting/ 
management, automation product installation and service 
capability

Capability assessment of various tools used for automation 
to get the optimum output, expedite the journe y and 
maximize the return on investment

Robust monitoring and security governance structure to  
ensure all the tools and related infrastructure developed are 
compliant with IT security policies and risks policies  
of the organisation

Comprehensive governance framework which should include: 
• Change management to drive business process changes,
•  Demand supply management to manage stakeholder 

expectations,
•  Controls to ensure proper adoption of the “new processes”

by the business

IMPLEMENTATION  
APPROACH  

AND GOVERNANCE 

Explain methodology for automation, showcase the  
automated system and achieve early successes through  
pilots

BUILD TRUST  
IN AUTOMATED 

SYSTEMS

CRITICAL SUCCESS
FACTORS
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delivering on 
the Procurement
automation
agenda

t 

developments in intelligent automation 
technology herald a major inflection point for 
the procurement function. organisations that 
fail to invest now to take advantage of these 
developments will not capture the benefits  
and over time will become industry laggards. 
conversely, those procurement organisations 
that embrace this revolution will be able to 
unlock more value, boost growth and deliver  
a superior return on investment. knowing how  
to approach and implement this new agenda 
with a clear roadmap will be the key to success.
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aBout aCCenture

accenture is a leading global professional
services company, providing a broad range of 
services and solutions in strategy, consulting, 
digital, technology and operations. combining 
unmatched experience and specialised skills 
across more than 40 industries and all business 
functions – underpinned by the world’s largest 
delivery network – accenture works at the 
intersection of business and technology to help 
clients improve their performance and create 
sustainable value for their stakeholders. With 
approximately 394,000 people serving clients 
in more than 120 countries, accenture drives 
innovation to improve the way the world works 
and lives. visit us at www.accenture.com

aBout sourCinG & ProCurement

accenture’s sourcing & procurement team 
helps clients in the asean region enable 
procurement through digital. We bring the 
latest digital trends to our clients’ procurement 
operating model, defining and enabling a digital 
procurement roadmap to realise functional 
objectives. the team is focused on ensuring 
our clients leverage emerging digital disruptor 
technologies such as rpa and ai to alter their 
procurement fundamentals. 


